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“Gogol Bordello meets Tom Waits”

TAXI [US]

“This is why we go to concerts”

METRO [MX]

“Combine expressive vocals with infectious melodies, quality
musicianship and a truly interesting sound, and you have a creative
success on many levels”
BILLBOARD MAGAZINE [US]

The Sexican invites to a mad sonic melting pot of
ethnic and modern influences. The musical offspring
is World Rock with elements of Mariachi, Gipsy and
Balkan tonality. A Global fusion served with an energy
that is truly contagius.

The bands’ songwiter and frontman Mike Hecchi says
about the bands inspiration that it can be - ‘anything
from Cuban Folk to Hungarian Polka’ and that ‘any element and genre is used as long as it seems to underline
the message of the songs...’ The lyrics are sharp and often with critical views on modern society and the lack
of international community, while there’s room for celebration and the ‘joie de vivre’- joy of life.
The latter is especially noticeable at their reknowned
and explosive live-shows. It is no coincidence that ‘energy’ is a word repeated through every single live review
written on the band in its mere eight years of existence.
They are known for their infectious energy on stage,
inducing spontaneous chain dances among audiences.
The wide spread demand for The Sexican as a superb
and righteously sought-after live act for venues and festivals is continously increasing with several major international festivals on the tour roster. This with recent
live performances on major TV networks in Sweden,
Finland, Germany and Mexico to boost.

“‘An irresistible groove that will turn a listener’s limbs to rubber.”

SONGLINES MAGAZINE [UK]

“A firework display of unbridled gypsy music”

GAFFA [DK]

“Superb interplay, technique and energy!!!”
BANDBASE [DE]

“The Sexican guarantees energy and music to which you cannot
stand still!”
VRIJE RUIMTE TIJDSCHRIFT [NL]

“Their fusion of rhythm and genre is a rare speciality”
EL MILENIO [MX]

“Fantastic energy, cool visual impression and mindblowing stage
performance!”
OPPENHEIMER [DK]

“The pure energy that this band exhibits is phenomenal and the
vivid imagery that their songs conjure forth is mind blowing”
REVIEW YOU [US]
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“Like a sound image by Quentin Tarantino and Robert Rodriguez”

ROCKER [MX]

“Like 20 litres of Red Bull poured all over a stage!”

LIVECONTEST [DK]

“Regardless of it’s the South American rhythm, the Balkan mark or
the Gipsy jazz – they master it all to perfection”
MJA [DK]

“To sum it up in one word – Legendary!”

A tour documentary will air in 2017 along with a live album. The Sexican will be touring Scandinavia, Western
Africa, Mexico and Europe on their Last Stand Tour.
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REVOLVE MAGAZINE [UK]

INFO

RECOGNITIONS

DISCOGRAPHY

In 2014 Gringo Vendetta goes gold in Mexico and
Europe
In 2013 ‘Conscription’ was nominated for Best World
Album by World Music Charts Europe and received
multiple five-star reviews
In 2011 ‘The Summoning’ was nominated for Best
World Album at Danish Music Awards

RECENT TOUR SHOWS

‘GRINGO VENDETTA’
2012
CD single - Math Records™

Sziget Festival [HU]
Mundial Festival [NL]
Vive Latino Festival [MX]
World Village Festival [FI]
PolkaBeats Festival [DE]
Passage Festival [SE]
CPH World Festival [DK]
Tallinn Music Week [EE]
Tivoli [DK]

‘CONSCRIPTION’
2013
LP / CD single - Math Records™ / P&P
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‘THE SUMMONING’
2010
CD - Math Records™

thesexican.dk
facebook.com/TheSexicanWorld
twitter.com/TheSexicanWorld
youtube.com/TheSexicanLive
‘PANA’
2016
EP single - Math Records™

ADDITIONAL INFO
For more information, tours, pics etc. please visit
the artist website
www.thesexican.dk

CONTACT & BOOKING
Europe // Vendetta™ Productions Ltd.
mail@vendetta.dk
Central America // Ricardo Serafín
ricardo.serafin@gmail.com
Mexico & US // BMD Productions
bmdprod@yahoo.com.mx
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